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Creativity  From  the  Inside out

With Jill Badonsky

Getting into Meditation with the Imagination:
A Jill Badonsky original structure for creatives

(:Design a sentence that when you think it brings you a good feeling. Use the same 
sentence each time so the feeling it conveys begins to be automatic. Return to it if you 
need to during your time in your inner world.
Say the sentence when you begin your meditation.
Imagine of beautiful garden gate opening and a feeling you’d like to marinate in 
being a part of the present you receive in this present moment. 

It often takes me some time to get to my count down.  Just watch your thoughts 
when you are aware you’re distracted. Welcome them, our thoughts are �lled with 
creative ideas, but we don’t want to reruns, worries and planning to always have 
air-time - redirect your thoughts to conjuring up feelings of joy, curiosity, and free-
dom.  Then count backward from 15

15: I welcome myself to meditation with a �ourish of gratitude and bliss
14: I am grateful for all that came together for this creative mind
13: I am grateful for the miracle of my body
12: I relax all my facial muscles (12 like the "face" of a clock)
11: I relax my neck and back (11 looks like a neck which is connected to a back)
10: I relax arms and hands (10 �ngers on my hands connected to my arms)
9: I open and relax my heart and surround myself with �owing love. (9 is the more 
spiritual number)
8: I relax my belly (ate 8)
7: I relax everything inside (heaven inside rhymes with 7 inside)
6: I relax my legs (legs like sticks rhymes with six)
5: I relax my feet (5 toes on each foot)
4: For this I turn my awareness over to 
3: Joy (3 is the number of joy)
2 be 1 with the creative spirit.
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